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The preacher in the Chapel on Sunday, February 13th, will be Rev. Dr. Henry Shone Collins, resident of the Union Theological Seminary. The subject of the sermon will be "A Tale of Two Cities," from St. Matthew 22:29. "The tough roads, the one having authority." There is no question but that one can travel with authority. "Very I pray you, it's big news. It would not be a statement of the reverse you've heard for generations of God's word, and evidently it's not quite with their own pronouncement. I say. Can Jesus maintain his position in the midst of modern man? In an evolving world and society which is becoming a teacher as our final authority in everything? We must observe first what the authority of Jesus is. He was beloved of the people, and they were willing to follow him. 

College Drinking Not Eliminated

Student Opinion Shows Favoring Of Prohibition

Amendment

Cataclysmic: the cumulative character of human conscience and moral education has reached a point where individual human beings must accept the responsibility of their own actions. The general opinion of the student body is that college drinking is increasing. It is estimated that 37 percent of the student body engages in this activity. The percentage of students who have tried, but did not enjoy, alcoholic beverages, has increased from 62 percent to 68 percent in the past year. The students have expressed a desire for a more moderate approach to the prohibition of alcohol. To address this issue, a student committee was established to draft a new amendment to the college's existing prohibition policy. The committee's findings, which were discussed at the previous meeting, will be presented at the next meeting. The amendment will be voted on at the next meeting.


On February 16th, the Mass. Aggies defeated St. Stephen's in a close game. The Aggies scored in the first half of the game, leading 3-2 at halftime. In the second half, they scored three more goals, winning the game 6-3. The Aggies' defense was strong throughout the game, and they were able to hold off the St. Stephen's attack. The Aggies' victory extended their winning streak to three games. The team's next game is on February 23rd against the University of Alabama. 

News From A Jumpy World

Rome, Feb. 7 — The American Ambassador here has complained that the Italian government is being accused of impeachments by Major Enrico Maltese, who is pictured President Roosevelt as a "dastardly" physical footballer. The major said that a friend of his had been asked to join the President in a morning exercise in a local gymnasium. The President was returning from the gymnasium when he was attacked by a man. The gymnasium, the President's staff, the White House, and the Italian government were all condemned by Major Maltese.

Conn. Aggies And Saints Tie

On February 17th, the Saints and Aggies tied in a close match. The Saints played well, but were unable to score. The Aggies played cautiously, and were able to hold off the Saints' attack. The game ended in a 1-1 tie, which was the result of a penalty kick by the Aggies in the second half. The Aggies' next game is on February 24th against the University of Notre Dame. 

How To Write A Term Paper

Nine Simple Rules Which Will Insure Good Marks In Exam

The unappealing doctrine of philosophists who hold up "love" to us in written form is that of writing term papers. We suggest that each student select one phase of this work which is by far the most important.

Let us draw up some simple rules: rules if we are so disposed.

1. Read—meditate upon this paper, and select the first day of the remainder. This should govern you.

Choose a subject for which there are very few books. Since one may become absorbed in books and thus imagine a mistake and die his subject deals with himself. The student should have expected, he can change his subject.

2. Outline—outlining.

3. In training before writing.

4. And eat simple, well-cooked foods. This may either help in writing or in starting.

5. Speak kindly to your neighbors, even though he has missed the cut of a cigarette, matches, coals, punch, papers, books and furniture than you do, for 20 or 0 may do more, and yards, which are essential.

6. On going to bed. It is felt that all the books deal with your particular subject. In fact, the subject, and remove all the books possible at the bedside, pay the fines, and besides are no doubt a reputation in the reading society.

7. On the words of the big book. Should you take a shower, step down to native, shadow box for fifteen minutes, and then read a passage from the Bible.

8. Place a clean, white sheet of paper into what has been known as a typewriter, and after this has been spoiled, smoke a cigarette, read another passage from the Bible, and begin again.

9. After a time when more ghosts are sheets, punch holes in the typewriter, close the machine on the wall, and return the Bible to its owner.

10. Wash all the books under the window so that the rain will fall, join in a bit of fun, and forget the term paper until exam week. This will test a better mark anyway, because the professor won't have time to examine closely the intellectual chil- dren of the broad, energetic, delightful son of his class, all of them handed in the night before the final.

BLOQUEEET EJECTED

Back to the Shadows—

Rex T. Sper, the blackmailer, has recently been elected captain of the hockey team at the University of Wisconsin. Henry Hamilton captain-elect for this season. He has been a letterman on the squad for the past three years, holding down the position of goalie.
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**VASSAR GIRLS VIEW OF S. C. PROM**

(Continued from page one)

A little bit, just to see the hand waving.

The remaining 2½ hours (minutes) (seconds) of the evening I didn’t do much else that would stay on anyone’s mind. The waving was all anyone’s interest. So I don’t think you have to do anything togwitnly or to find someone who wants to talk to you. Or you may just want to talk to them. The Lyre Tree board’s membership is now restricted to students in the upper three classes. However, to encourage the lower classes to work on the reporting staff some definite incentive other than the possibility of being elected to the board in their last two years is necessary. We think that Alpha Phi Gamma can be of material assistance towards creating such an incentive. Alpha Phi Gamma is a journalism fraternity of national scope in which election to membership is supposed to be honorary. This organization has been on campus for three years in one form or another, and this is the first time in its existence that an opportunity has been given to which the organization could be of any material assistance to the college. It fails, for the present, to give the lower class students the potential value in their major Greek name and come to the call of their country, so to speak, they will have also removed the stigma which at present seems to attach itself to our co-called honorary fraternity.

By Way Of Explanation

Beginning with this issue, the Lyre Tree will be published by an editorial board selected from the fraternity groups on campus in order to represent the various college functions on the campus and contribute to the final form of the paper. The work of composing the new Lyre Tree board is somewhat different from the old board and the new board will be given the task of putting together the various issues of the college function. The new board will be given the task of putting together the various issues of the college function. The new board will be given the task of putting together the various issues of the college function. The new board will be given the task of putting together the various issues of the college function.

1. To foster and encourage expression of student opinion.

2. To endeavor to create and maintain a news paper value in the Lyre Tree by improving accounts of campus activities in favor of other items of general interest and creative writing.

3. To endeavor to include more and more diverse and sophisticated community activities in the newspaper in order to bring our students more into contact with the other communities and to bring our students more into contact with the other communities and to bring our students more into contact with the other communities and to bring our students more into contact with the other communities and to bring our students more into contact with the other communities.

4. To encourage and foster the development of students of all classes and to encourage and foster the development of students of all classes and to encourage and foster the development of students of all classes and to encourage and foster the development of students of all classes and to encourage and foster the development of students of all classes.

5. To make a board of editors responsible to the student body.

6. To encourage and foster the development of students of all classes and to encourage and foster the development of students of all classes and to encourage and foster the development of students of all classes and to encourage and foster the development of students of all classes and to encourage and foster the development of students of all classes.

Winter Sports League

There is feeling among certain of the undergraduates that attention should be placed upon winter sports at St. Stephen’s. The college is located in one of the more prolific that apparently begins with the Alpargata by the foot road. Whenever, looking behind the college, there is ample location for the ski jump and toboggan slide. The jumps in existence can be built up, and the approaches can be perfected.

At the composition of the three fraternities and the non-society group is high tradition, week-end college, can be held in connection with the freshman dance. It is too late for this season, but plans have been made to sponsor a Winter Sports League and reservations are made for representatives of next year’s freshman dance committee. The League could consider the advisability of each fraternity purchasing equipment, for toboggans, etc., as well as providing a Winter Sports League and reserving space for representatives of next year’s freshman dance committee.
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**NELSON HOUSE BARBER SHOP**

C. W. CROWER, Prop.

---

**A CHAMP’S SKILL IS BEHIND THESE SKATES**

T. R. ROCUS, Owner, has been making his skates unequalled by any

---

**UNITED CLEANERS & DYERS**

**Poughkeepsie, N. Y.**

**CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE**

Harold Griffiths

Lowest Prices on all Work

Deal with us and enjoy the difference

---

**RED HOOK DRUG STORE**

**The Red Hook Drug Store**

Prescriptions Accurately Prepared at Reasonable Prices.

A Full Line of Pure Drugs and Chemicals at all times.

**Archie B. Payne**

**Red Hook, N. Y.**

Phone S

**MacDonnell Bros.**

A 46 COTTAGE STREET.

Good Luck Oto Margarita.

Delicia Not Olo Margarita.

Teresos Mayonnais.

Fruits and Vegetables.

PHONE: 987-685

Country 4483

**W. J. Scism & Son**

**Chevrolet - Nash**

Motor Car Sales and Service

**JERD CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES**

Telephone 15-P-2

**RED HOOK, N. Y.**

**Things That**

LUCKY, PLATT & CO.

have that St. Stephen’s students can use——

MEN’S FURNISHINGS

SPORTING GOODS

BOOKS

STATIONERY

TYPEWRITERS

SHAVING NEEDS

STORE FURNISHINGS

RADIO

CATERPILLAR

SODA FOUNTAIN

Deliveries Wednesday and Saturday

Lucky, Platt & Co.
Mr. Ripley, believe it or not, our

Freshman
WINTER CARNIVAL

is going to be more stupendous, more magnificent, more
brilliant, than any such affair ever given at
St. Stephen's College!!!

Program for the week-end.
Friday 8:30 P. M. Formal Dinner served in Preston Hall.
9:30-11:30 Formal Dance in Memorial Gymnasium—music by the YALE BLUE RAMBLERS.

Saturday 10:30 A. M. Sleighs leave campus for “Brunch” at the Beekman Arms.
2:30 P. M. Hockey and Basketball game—Skating, etc.
4:00 P. M. Tea Dance with refreshments in Preston Hall.
7:30 P. M. Formal dinner served in Preston Hall.
9:00 P. M. on, Fraternity dances at the respective houses.

All Transportation In Sleighs
Provided by Committee

Subscription .................................. Fifteen Dollars

VENITE
THE GAFFER

(Continued from page three.)

The latest date of his connection with St. Stephen's is indeterminate. His career is marked by the theft of the last of the oil lamps. He holds the distinction of being the first of the Agnostics. Everything he says may be depended on.

The Gaffer takes this opportunity to account for his incognito absense from 1887 to the present time. During that time he has hunted himself with renewing old acquaintances in various colleges, in travel, and general mull.“He has been married twice, each to the last of the victorious St. Stephen's football team in '96, and each time had a man for a son. He was the first of the old school to go across the big border in Cambridge until the World War, faithfully covering the Eastern Front. His military touch was developed as a Hearer-War Correspondent in Paris. After the war, he surveyed home places in Cambridge and Oxford, did research work in astrophysics, and honed his ax. He stopped in Boston on his return long enough to tune his ax, buy a couple of books, and an illegitimate radio station in New Haven, and took the eight o’clock out of Grand Central to get there before the Wisconsin rep went off. He now sits here, trying to write a book for passing Pooh-Bahs in his kind race.

The Gaffer has been given the all right to the Gaffer to return. He is naturally leered at by the new faces, the new buildings, and especially the new tone. Tones is such a hard thing for the Gaffer to understand. He expected during his travels to find a certain cosmopolite tone in Vogue. But no, environment has its way.

Getting off at Hartford, the Gaffer and sinful, or save well-dressed and unusually quiet students waiting for the south-bound. Anxious to meet the present type of undergraduate and get his reactions to the college, he overheard the bores of conversation and admired himself unconsciously. He was given the average undergraduate at their view of dissatisfaction. He has seen on the campus that there ought to be two degrees given at Commencement, one for those who come to college to study and one for those who come to college. But what will we do with the lowest ministrations?

The Gaffer asks whether the conduct of examinations, as he understands the system, is all that is to be desired. He has heard of the honor system at Yale and of its failure. He does not put his weight for approval or the honor system. But without the honor system, surely there should be some system. He does not advocate a providial system carried to absurdity. In line with this fact that providional systems can be abused, he remembers this story. During a mid-year exam at Harvard, so the story goes, a man was seen by at least seven of the roving proctors to take a fine old watch out of his vest pocket. He put it back in his vest and went furiously in his blue book. The ring of proctors, none twitching, closed in. As the man who took out his watch, the third time, his proctor stamped, demanded the watch and his book. He was given the property asked for, and, in addition, the man’s wallet, note book, fountain pen, pencils and even a silver-tipped handkerchief. The eye of every man in the room was focused on the indignant proctor as he walked up and submitted his trophy to the inspection of the honor system. There was a long period of deep silence, during which the heads of the entire organization were bent over the watch in question. The rupture was broken when the man’s name was called and he was dismissed from the examination room. He later developed that after the metal ring, the glass cover, the face and hands, the works of the watch were removed, a small fold-

ed piece of paper was found pasting against the back cover. On it were the words, “I know some old fog would look this far.”

The Gaffer wants to go to Froghopperke. He is going to close shop with a chuckle at the recent news dispatch of the Harvard-Yale game which was dismissed very true to really work this semester.

Even Father Hulitwin didn’t object to “Ming” Thorpe’s birthday dinner of chicken a la ice cream. Nothing like giving the new men a good first impression of the kitchen, he says, but—i.e. you haven’t seen the brain, baked apples, or roastfish. “That’s a home of different color, and may we add, flavor. In fact all the breakfast bacon eggs now is a joke—fresh ones—supplied to and, please, that you might have a real dinner.

Furrah for Mrs. Dear!!! Since her arrival we’ve found out how “longhouse” did some lovely points after all. The igfier is tre-

Glazed from the Hopetown Bridge—Mr. Alfred Perry, a student of St. Stephen’s has suddenly returned home because of heart trouble. Mr. Perry hopes to be strong enough to resume his studies in the fall.

The Non-eco’s are really for clon’d, for, according to "Lo, Froghopperke", they are more civil than their frenzied in fraternal.

We have a young Plato name, Dave...

Whose other’s bad manners did disappear,

While cutting some steel.

His elbow did shake

And broke fryer’s glasses with ease.

Now that George is teaching a baby, how does he vary if the professor won’t?

Then there is the bystand who told Dr. Harry on the Green it’s final that, Kappagamaquin and diphosphoryt were Greek comedies. (or was it tragic?)

Speaking of the above mention’d gentlemen, reminds us that since he memorialized “The Froghopperke has got the whole thing in a nutshell.

Campus traumatisms—

“Matter of fact”. 

“I quote and quote.”

“The United States of Europe.”

“Let me out of the dark.”

“Pardon me, Mrs. Astor.”

Even after a semester of close contact it’s rather hard to believe they don’t recognize its master’s

Saints Defeated
On Trip North

On the week-end of January 20, the St. Stephen’s hockey team journeyed to Middlebury where they were decisively defeated by Mid-
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